WAVE Member Feedback Survey June 2016

-We will continue to communicate via email, however we will still be posting on Facebook about community events. We
will be looking to promote more info on the Chamber’s website and email for more member specific events/activity.

-We received this feedback and reviewed it at the Steering Committee meeting. All committees of WAVE are volunteer
based, young professionals giving their time to the organization. Given that, we don’t want to promise weekly updates
due to time availability, however we will be sending monthly newsletters to members via email verses the current
quarterly newsletters we are sending. These newsletters will include the months activity and progression of WAVE. We
will also be pushing out reminder emails of upcoming events when they are approaching and updating Facebook with
any community events we catch wind of that we can push out.

-Our PD/SC has been exploring Professional Development opportunities to bring to our members. This may be in a form
of business seminars, educational speakers/presenters etc. They are exploring resources within our community to bring
this availability to our members asap. Once we are able to lock in a few Professional Development opportunities, we will
be communicating with members via email about the opportunity and we hope you take advantage of any and all future
opportunities!

-WAVE gets offered many community event participation opportunities, we mainly conducted this survey to see what
our members wanted to be a part of. We didn’t want to fill up your inbox with any and every offer, so these results are
extremely helpful! This provided us with the information that many of you are interested in it all! Charity, Concerts, and
Health and Wellness were the top three events/activities that you were all interested. We will be pushing out these
opportunities via the monthly newsletter and Facebook to members and public. We will also be filtering through the
opportunities to push out any community educational opportunities, corporate sponsor events and fundraising
opportunities based on the survey results.

-Based on the question above, anything we push out to members in the above categories, we will also push out
volunteer opportunities for those categories. That way we are hoping to provide you best of both worlds!

